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Motivation

A lot of theory studies and experimental discovery of 
phenomena in spintronics have been accomplished

The community has hard time moving to devices, i.e. structures 
that process information

Many ideas for spintronic schemes [1480 papers found in ISI 
for last 7 years with “spintronic device” ]

Few ideas for useful functional device [still no good candidate 
for CMOS competition]

Need to guide experiments, need to drive simulations and 
benchmarking
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Purpose of this presentation

Give a broad review of proposals for spintronic devices

Provide a classification to start theoretical and 
simulation studies

Agree on nomenclature 

List physical phenomena underlying their operation

Mention experimental demonstrations (lack of time for detailed 
discussion) 

Open discussion of circuits

* WIN logo placed next to classes of devices studied. Specific 
schemes not necessarily same.
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What IS and NOT in scope

IS

•Logic devices

•Solid state devices 

•Classical Boolean logic

•Physics principles

•Structure

•Operation

NOT

•Memory, storage and 

communication devices

•Molecular and nanotube devices 

•Quantum logic

•Detailed theory  or simulations

•Manufacturing

•Materials
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Requirements to logic devices

After “Nanoelectronics and Information Technology” ed. R. Waser:

1) Non-linear characteristics (signal to noise ratio)

2) Power amplification (gain>1)

3) Concatenability (output of one device can drive another)

4) Feedback prevention (output does not affect input)

5) Complete set of Boolean operators (NOT, AND, OR, or equivalent)

____________________________________________________________

Scalability (remains functional as size shrinks)

Performance (esp. speed)

Power efficiency (energy per switching)

Room temperature operation

Low sensitivity to parameters (e.g. fabrication variations)

Operational reliability

CMOS architectural compatibility (connections, voltage range)

CMOS process compatibility (fabricated on the same wafer)
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Notation for computational variables

V voltage

I current

M magnetization, spin polarization, spin 
wave

S spin current

B magnetic field
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Example of black box diagrams
bipolar transistor

field-effect transistor

structure black box diagram circuit symbol

V I

I/V

I

II
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Transistor logic gates

See any VLSI textbook for more detail

V1\V2 0 1

0 1 0

1 0 0

V1\V2 0 1

0 1 1

1 1 0

V1 Vout

0 1

1 0

NOT

V1 Vout

NAND

V1

V2

Vout

NOR

V2

V1

Vout
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Quantum cellular automata logic gates

A B C Out

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 1 1

0

1

1 1 1

1 1 1

OR

AND

A=1

B=1

C=0

Out=1

MAJORITY

A=1

NOT

Out=0

States in cell oriented 
along the preferred axis, 
e.g. easy axis of a magnet
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(Es) Spin enhanced electronics

Devices with electronic inputs and outputs and some spin-
based phenomenon involved in operation.
Circuits are the same, “drop-in replacement.
Need to compete with CMOS based on IV only.
performance predictions are often exaggerated.

V

I/V

I/V

V I

I/V

I

Power

Ground
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Spin precession modulator (Es.1)

Datta and Das, APL 56, 665 (1990).
Conceptual breakthrough – first device 
involving spin switching
Stray magnetic fields from contacts are a 
problem
Phase uncertainty due to spread of 
velocities, collisions

Parallel magnetized source and 
drain.
High current state – spins from 
one contact aligned with the 
other.
Low current state – gate 
voltage induces spin-orbit 
coupling, precession of spins 
by 180deg. Electrons bounce 
from the contact

V

I/V

I
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HF Spin-injection-precession devices (Es.2)

Osipov, Bratkovsky, APL 84, 2118 
(2004).
May be good for HF magnetic field 
sensor. otherwise too high current to 
switch.

Magnetized source and drain.
High current without precession.
Current Jb in two wires creates 
magnetic field, causes spin 
precession. 

V

I/B

I
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Spin lifetime transistor (Es.3)

Hall, APL 83, 2937 (2003)
Hall, Flatte, APL 88, 162503 (2006)
Idea – switch spin instead of a barrier to 
let electron pass. 
On/off ratio limited by spin polarization 
%.

Polarized spins 
injected, cannot 
enter the collector.
Spin relaxation 
changes by 5 orders 
of magnitude with 
electric field 0 to 
100kV/cm.
Field is applied –
spin polarization 
destroyed, current 
appears.

V

I/V

I
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(Em) Electronics with magnetic state

Devices with electronic inputs and outputs and with a magnetic 
memory element integrated in each device
Works like a conventional electronic circuit with added benefit of 
reconfigurability by the magnetic state
Can be instantly-”on” when power switched.
Possibility to store computation state locally, not in cache.
Need re-thinking of the circuit design to utilize benefits.

I

I

I

I I

I

I

Power

Ground

B B

B
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Spin valve transistor (Em.1)

DEMO Monsma, PRL 74, 5260 
(1995)

Base contains 2 magnetic 
layers separated by 
spacer.
Collector current depends 
on the magnetization of 
the base

I
M

I

I

B
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Magnetoresistive logic (Em.2)

Black, Das, JAP 87, 6674 (2000)
DEMO: Richter et al., APL 80, 1291 
(2002)
Ney, Nature 425, 485 (2003)
reprogramming as fast as logic

Switching of an magnetic tunnel 
junction with two or three 
independent input current lines.
Switching can be by magnetic 
field of spin torque.
Magnitude of current determines
if it acts as OR or AND gate

I

I

I
M

I
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Magnetic tunneling transistor (Em.3)

DEMO: Chun, PRB 66, 100408 
(2002);
van Dijken, PRL 90, 197203 
(2003)

Emitter (FM1):
- injects spin-polarized hot 
electrons into the base.
Base (FM2):

- spin-dependent scattering.
- serves as a spin filter.
Collector (GaAs):

- Schottky barrier at the 
interface.
- only collects electrons when 
they have enough energy to 
overcome the Schottky barrier 
and when there are states 
available in the semiconductor.

M
Fermi level

FM2

IC

VCBVEB

eVEB

IE

FM1

Emitter

Base
Collector

Fermi level

Al2O3

φ

M
1   

2   
3   

4   

A

IrMn

I

I

I
M

B
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SpinFET (Em.4)

Sugahara, Tanaka, APL 84, 2307 
(2004)
Reconfigurable logic.
Assumes ballistic transport and 
absence of spin dephasing.

Electrons tunnel through Schottky 
barriers.
Drain magnetization can be switched.
High current for parallel 
magnetizations, low for anti-parallel.
Gate voltage reshapes Schottky 
barriers.

V

I/V

I
M

B
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Spin capacitor (Em.5)

Datta, PRL 87, 013115 (2005)
Weak coupling of the impurity and 
free carrier spins.

Magnetized source and drain, 
parallel or anti-parallel.
Spins of free carrier can align spins 
of impurities in the gate.
Current is affected as in previous 
GMR devices.
Impurity spins in turn are detected 
via current.

V

I

I
M
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Dissection of a spintronic device

Notice that devices typically consist of a spin injector, spin 
detector, and the spin manipulation part.
Spin to electric conversion is typically inefficient.
Avoid them in each device, reserve for interfaces of 
circuits

“Yes, we are living in the electrical world,
And I’m a spin-electric interface”

Gate

Channel

Spin injector Spin detector
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Interface with electronic circuit:
(E2S) Electric to spin (S2E) Spin to electric

“Yes, we are living in the electrical world,
And I’m a spin-electric interface”

Electronic control

Spintronic circuit 

Spin injector Spin detector

Do spin-to-electric and electric-to-spin conversion in 
separate devices at the interface
Purely spin devices in the middle

Spin injector Spin detector

Electronic
circuit

Electronic
circuit
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Spin injector (E2S.1 and S2E.1)

Rashba, PRB 62, R16267 (2000).
DEMO: Zhu, PRL 87, 016601 (2001).

A ferromagnet, a tunneling barrier, a 
semiconductor.
Tunneling is necessary to avoid a 
mismatch of conductivities which 
would otherwise make injected spin 
polarization small.
Supposed to work as a spin detector 
in the reverse direction.

IV

FM semiconductor

tunneling barrier

V S

S I
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Spin wave bus (E2S.2 and S2E.2)

DEMO of wave propagation 
Covington, PRL 2002, 237202 
(2002)
wave generator: Khitun, Wang, 
Superlat. Microstruct. 38, 184 (2005)
Not efficient as an interconnect.
useful as a generator or detector of 
spin waves.

A pulse of current in a wire generates 
a magnetic field. magnetic field 
creates a spin wave.
A spin wave creates an electro-
magnetic field. The electric field 
component generates a current in a 
wire

I M

M I
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Magnetoresistance device (S2E.3)

DEMO Baibich, PRL 61, 2472 
(1988).
Well-established method

2 magnetized layers separated by a 
non-magnetic layer.
High current if layers are parallel, low 
current if anti-parallel.

M I
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Magnetic bipolar transistor (E2S.3)

Flatte, Yu, Johnston-Halperin, 
Awschalom, APL 82, 4740 (2003); 
Fabian, Zutic, Das Sarma, APL 84, 85 
(2004).
A complicated spin filter, not clear how 
to use a logic

Base Is magnetized => different 
barrier height for electrons with 
spin up and down => transmits 
more of spins of one polarization. 
Magnetization of the base can be 
controlled by magnetic field or 
optically (?)
Base current affects output 
current but not spin

I

I

S
M

B
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Spin Hall effect device (S2E.4)

Pareek, PRL 92, 076601 (2004)
The actual proposal to separate spins 
from unpolarized current  to two 
sides of the sample. Questionable 
about induced voltage.
Actually makes sense as a spin 
detector- when a spin polarized 
current is injected.

If a structure/material has a bulk or 
structure inversion anisotropy, it 
exhibits spin-orbit coupling.
A current will lead to force in opposite 
direction exerted on spins of opposite 
polarization. 

S V
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(Sc) Spin logic with charge transport

Devices with spin inputs and outputs, possibly involving 
charge transport. Hopefully minimize the power dissipation in 
the electronic clock.
Spintronic circuits may be drastically different.

s

S
M

I

s

S
M

I S
M

Electronic clock

Permanent magnets

V

S
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Spin Gain Transistor (Sc.1)

Nikonov, Bourianoff, IEEE Trans. 
Nano 4, 206 (2005).
Can be cascaded, can have 
several inputs
Provides gain in spin current

Mn-doped semiconductor –
ferromagnetism controlled by density 
of free carriers.
Unpolarized current provides free 
carriers, spin current in controls the 
direction of magnetization, Large spin 
current out. 

MnGeGe substrate

p+ implantspin 
current

in

spin 
current

out

unpolarized
current

metal,
SiO2 gate

I

s

S
M
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Gated spin wave (Sc.2)

Reference: ???

A heterogeneous device combining a 
field effect transistor and 
ferromagnetic grating gate 
supporting magnetostatic standing 
waves loaded by the underlying and 
gated 2-dimensional electron gas.
Electric field applied to change the 
density of electrons, affects 
dispersion of spin waves, they can be 
reflected, blocked, or phase shifted. 

M

V

M
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(Ss) Spin logic without charge transport

Devices with spin inputs and outputs. No charge transport 
involved. External magnetic field may be used as a 
clock/reset.
Study of all possible architectures is needed.

Permanent magnets

V M M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M
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Magnetic QCA (Ss.1)

Bandyopadhyay, Nanotechnology 5, 
113 (1994)
DEMO Cowburn, Welland, Science 
287, 1466 (2000)
Nonuniformity of nanomagnets is a 
problem
[Option – spins in quantum dots]

An elongated magnetic disk – orients 
along the long (“easy”) axis.
Neighbor disks interact via magnetic 
dipoles.
magnetic moments align as 
prescribed by geometry
Input nanomagnets set by magnetic 
field or spin torque.
Output read by GMR or MFM probe.

M

M

M
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Domain wall logic (Ss.2)

DEMO Allwood, Science 296, 2003 
(2002) and Science 309, 2003 
(2005)
Complete set of logic gates
Presently requires rotating external 
magnetic field
Domain wall width limits scaling

State encoded by magnetization, 0 
separated from 1 by a domain wall
Domain walls moved by magnetic 
field (can use current)

5μm

NOT NOT

Fan-out Fan-out

AND

M

B

M
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Summary

Numerous spin-based devices have been proposed

Use of spintronic devices for logic is determined by how well 
they satisfy the requirements

Devices vary by their functionality, inputs and outputs. That 
determines what role (if any) they can play in circuits 

We classify them by degree of departure from conventional 
electronics

One should chose most functional and promising devices for 
theoretical study
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